Now You See Me
Four individual magicians (Daniel Atlas, Henley Reeves, Merritt McKinley, & Jack Wilder)
are approached by an unknown stranger in a hoodie who gives them each a tarot
themed card invitations with a stylized eye. The invitation brings all of them to a run
down apartment in New York where no one is inside, but there are blueprints of a plan
that could help them propel into stardom.
One year later, these four magicians preform a show in Las Vegas as “The Four
Horsemen”. They are now sponsored by Arthur Tressler, of Tressler Insurance. Their trick
for the show is robbing a bank. An audience member is picked at random to choose a
bank and he is teleported to the bank of his choice in Paris. Once teleported, an airduct
begins to vacuum up the money which showers onto the crowd in Las Vegas. Meanwhile
in France, the bank opens and the staff discover an empty safe.
FBI agent Dylan Rhodes is partnered with Interpol agent Alma Dray to investigate
the robbery. As they interrogate, Daniel taunts them with the fact that the police have
no proof and that the Four Horsemen will always be one step ahead. They are released
since the police have no explanation of how the theft could’ve been executed besides
“magic”. Thaddeus Bradley is eventually called in to help the investigation and expose
the Four Horsemen.
In their next show, they steal money from their sponsor, Arthur Tressler, and give
it to members of the audience who were denied insurance claims from Tressler Insurance.
After reading into it, Alma discovers the rumors of a magician’s secret society called “The
Eye” that stole money from the rich and gave to the poor.
What happens next? You’ll have to watch the movie to find out. But remember as
you watch: The closer you look, the less you see.

scene photos
1. Four individual magicians arrive at a run
down New York apartment where the door is
locked and no one is inside
2. Henley Reeves is an escape artist performing
her trick of the show, escpaing a tank full of
flesh-eating piranha
3. The Four Horsemen travel with their sponsor,
Arthur Tressler, in his private jet
4. Thaddeus Bradely exposes and explains
the trick of robbing the bank that the Four
Horsemen had performed
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Michael
Caine
as
Arthur Tressler,
the sponsor of the
Four Horsemen
and a magnate

about the director:

louis leterrier is a french film
director who also directed the
first two transporter movies,
unleashed, the incredible hulk,
and clash of the titans.

luke greenfield is an american film
director born in new york and
raised in connecticut who also
directed the girl next door, the
animal, and role models.

Dave
Fr anco
as
Jack Wilder,
"Death",
a sleight of hand
illusionist
Mar k
Ruffalo
as
Dylan Rhodes,
an FBI agent
investigating the
bank theft
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Steve
Howey
as
Marcus,
Dex’s best friend
who likes Rachel
but cheats with
Darcy
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Kate
Hudson
as
Darcy Rhone,
Rachel’s best
friend and Dex’s
fianc é

Gin n ifer
Goodwin
as
Rachel White,
an attorney and
Darcy’s best
friend
Melan ie
Laur ent
as
Alma Dray,
an Interpol agent
investigating with
Dylan Rhodes

On her 30th birthday, Rachel White is surprised with a party by her best friend, Darcy
Rhone, and Darcy’s fiancé, Dex Thaler. After one too many drinks, Rachel ends up sharing a
taxi with Dex and reveals that she had a crush on him back when they were in law school.
The next morning, they wake up next to each other in Rachel’s bed.
They agreed that it was a mistake and that it should not be mentioned to Darcy. Their
one night stand makes Dex realize that the girl he wants to be with is not Darcy, but is
Rachel. They both do not know how to tell Darcy in fear of hurting her. Although it is wrong,
they continue their affair and Ethan tells Rachel to fight for Dex and tell him to cancel the
wedding. Ethan revelas that he has loved her since they were kids but Dex is the one for
Rachel and now, Ethan is moving to London. Eventually, Rachel realizes how much seeing Dex
and Darcy together bothers her and she finally asks Dex to cancel the wedding. Dex wants to,
but he can’t because the wedding is the only thing making his depressed mother happy.
Rachel accepts that Dex can’t be with her and goes to London to visit Ethan and take a
break from all the drama in New York. When Rachel returns, she finds out that Dex called off
the wedding and wants to be with her. As they talk, Darcy knocks on Rachel’s door demanding
to talk to her. Darcy admits that she was relieved he called off the wedding because she
had been having an affair with Marcus, Dex’s best friend. Darcy also says she is pregnant by
Marcus. After she leaves, she comes back because she sees that Dex’s jacket is in Rachel’s
apartment and that’s when Darcy realizes that Dex and Rachel had been having an affair also.
Darcy storms out and declares that she hates her and that their friendship is over.

release date: May 6, 2011 (usa)
mpaa rating: PG - 13

about the director:

Woody
Har r elson
as
Merritt McKinley,
"The Hermit”,
a hypnotist and
mentalist
Morgan
Fr eeman
as
Thaddeus Bradley,
an ex-magician
who reveals other
magician’s tricks

It’s a thin line between
love and friendship.

The closer you look,
the less you see.
release date: May 31, 2013 (usa)
mpaa rating: PG - 13

Isla
Fisher
as
Henley Reeves,
"The Priestess",
an escapist

Jesse
Eisen berg
as
J. Daniel Atlas,
"The Lovers",
an illusionist

Something Borrowed

Ashley
Williams
as
Claire,
Ethan’s obsessive
admirer who tags
along everywhere

1. Four individual magicians arrive at a run
down New York apartment where the door is
locked and no one is inside
2. Henley Reeves is an escape artist performing
her trick of the show, escpaing a tank full of
flesh-eating piranha
3. The Four Horsemen travel with their sponsor,
Arthur Tressler, in his private jet
4. Thaddeus Bradely exposes and explains
the trick of robbing the bank that the Four
Horsemen had performed.

John
Kr asinski
as
Ethan,
Darcy and
Rachel’s
childhood friend

Colin
Egglesfield
as
Dex Thaler III,
Darcy’s fiancé
who cheats with
Rachel
Geoff
Pierson
as
Dexter Thaler II,
Dex’ father who
tells him to end
his affair

Jill
Eiken ber ry
as
Bridget Thaler,
Dex’s mother who
is depressed and
the wedding is to
make her happy

